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Answering the three question about 
the ADM Auto-Categorization:

Why?

How?

What?



Origin: Discovering the Standard Reasons behind ADMs

Throughout an in-depth analysis, in 2015 a group 
of industry experts, also known as the ADM User 
Group (ADMUG) have identified the main reasons 
causing ADMs (Standard reason codes pdf) and 
have started working on standardizing and 
enhancing the global ADM processes with the goal 
of reducing revenue leakage. 

The IATA ADMUG works closely with the ARC 
Debit Memo Working Group and have established 
one global standard in terms of ADM root causes 
and for the first time, Airlines can benchmark their 
worldwide operations.

The ADM Standard Reason Codes is a 
living document that the ADMUG & ARC 
DMWG update whenever the data shows 
new trends in the ADM issuance. 

https://www.iata.org/contentassets/a1fd6459e53d49b09dee37e3910c12b9/admug-introduction-kit.pdf
https://www.iata.org/contentassets/a1fd6459e53d49b09dee37e3910c12b9/adm-reasons-codes.pdf
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What is the ADM Auto-Categorization?

A unique process was created in BSPlink to 
facilitate the ADM Categorization and help Airlines 
create their own automated rules. Throughout an 
interactive module, each Airline is able to teach 
the system how to classify their own ADMs! 

By enabling a completely automated process, the 
industry is able to dig into the root causes 
triggering revenue leakage and address the most 
common pain points to reduce the need of ADM 
issuance.

Today, only 85% of all ADMs worldwide are 

categorized, leaving an large blind spot for the 

industry.



Why is the ADM Auto-Categorization important?

The ADM Auto-Categorization will help you to better understand the main issues causing revenue 
leakage in your Airline. It will unlock the possibility of addressing ADMs in a data-focused approach 
and tackle their root causes.

A successful ADM Auto-categorization will also facilitate the Travel Agent’s understanding of the 
reason for the ADM, which can reduce the number of disputes raised due misunderstanding or 
communication deficiencies.  Achieving better communication with your Agent Business partners 
will lead to an improved Agent-Airline relationship. 

The easier identification of ADM category will help Agents to identify those that require GDS input, 
which would speed up the overall process and improve the quality of responses of potential 
disputes. 

Furthermore, it allows them to pinpoint areas for further improvement and training, leading to a 
reduced number of errors. These efforts will potentially decrease your need for ADMs, reducing 
overall workload and associated administrative cost for your company.

The full implementation of ADM Auto-Categorization in BSPlink will also help the Industry
understand the deficiencies in the ticketing value chain and address them through the work of the 
ADMUG.



How can I enable the ADM Auto-Categorization for my company?

01 02 03

Identify your patterns! Map your patterns to the 
Standard Reason Codes!

Create the mapped rules 
in BSPlink!

Have a look at the templates
you use to issue ADMs. You
can spot that each audit area
has a specific text or code
pattern that point to the
reason of the ADM. Make a list
of all of these patterns. In
case you use a third-party
auditor, ask them to share
their templates with you.

Compare your list to the ADM
Standard Reason Codes and
try to map which Primary and
Sub-Reason your pattern
belongs to.
If you are not sure what
certain pair of reasons means,
reach out to us for support by
clicking here.

Log into your BSPlink account
and start creating your rules.
If you would only like to create
a rule to test the functionality,
make sure you save the rules
as a Draft.
For detailed explanation on
how to create your rules, click
here.

https://www.iata.org/contentassets/a1fd6459e53d49b09dee37e3910c12b9/adm-reasons-codes.pdf
mailto:ADMProject@iata.org?subject=Assistance%20with%20ADM%20Auto-Categorization!


Deep dive in BSPlink ADM Auto-Categorization

01
Business rules for Auto-Categorization

• If Airline has completed a mapping, Airline’s mapping will apply
• If we have completed an Analysis for Airline on specific language used, and IATA-

Airline specific mapping will apply
• If none of above, the global rules with standard keywords will apply

02
Business rules for Primary Reason Codes

• The Auto-Categorization will appear on both the ADM facsimiles and the ADM 
Query results screen

• Sub-Reason will not be displayed on the Query results screen, but on the 
facsimiles only
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ADM Auto-Categorization: Online Module in BSPlink

The module can easily be 
accessed through BSPlink 
ADM/ACM Menu.

Your first step would be to click 
on Add New ADM Categorization 
Rule button.



ADM Auto-Categorization: Online Module in BSPlink



ADM Auto-Categorization: Online Module in BSPlink

• Do you use the different patterns 
in some markets? 

• Do you issue ADMs in specific 
language depending on the 
market?

• Do you have country-specific 
audit areas?

If the answer to all this questions is Yes, 

then make sure you select the “Specific” 
radio button and choose the applicable 
BSP!



If you differentiate the Related Transaction field in your issuance, make sure you specify the 
type of transactions – you will have all four available options! If you use only mass upload 
file, we refer to the COIN field.



In Step 1, you have already identified your patterns. Now you need to select the target field 
where BSPlink will be able to find them! You can specify whether your pattern is always in 
the “Beginning” or it could “Contained” at any position of the text or code. 

We issue this ADM for 
commission not recalled.

COM1



In Step 2 you have already 
identified the correct 
mapping of each one of your 
patterns. Now you just need 
to choose the corresponding 
ADM Reason and ADM Sub-
Reason to each patter.



ADM Auto-Categorization: Online Module in BSPlink
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ADM Auto-Categorization: BSPlink Mass Upload file

If you wish to create all your 
rules at once, you can use the 
ADM Auto-Categorization Mass 
Upload file! 

• Flat pipe-delimited file
• Easy to create
• Can be used to Modify or 

Deactivate existing rules
You can find all the file specifications on the 
BSPlink Download Center! If you need further 
help, reach out to us ADMProject@iata.org

ID Action BSP Airline Transaction Field Position Pattern Reason Sub-Reason

mailto:ADMProject@iata.org


If you have further questions or you wonder how you can 
apply your new rules to the historical ADMs, please reach 

out to us ADMProject@iata.org

mailto:ADMProject@iata.org

